Influence of target size and luminance on the White-Todorovic effect.
Variants of a lightness effect described by [Todorovic's, D. (1997). Lightness and junctions. Perception, 26, 379] were studied to quantify the failure of lightness constancy as a function of target luminance and target size. Todorovic's effect is similar to White's effect. Simultaneous lightness contrast appears to operate selectively between stimuli belonging to the same perceptual group, and not between stimuli of equal proximity belonging to different perceptual groups. We found that mid-gray targets grouped with a white contextual stimulus were matched on average to a darker-than-veridical gray. Those grouped with a black contextual stimulus were matched on average veridically. This is consistent with 'anchoring' effects observed in simple two-stimulus displays. However, target luminance had an effect that was not captured by mid-level target luminance data or data averaged across target luminances. For both white and black contextual stimuli, light-gray targets were matched to a darker-than-veridical gray and the direction of this error shifted toward the lighter-than-veridical direction as the luminance of the target was lowered. The result was a constant difference between the perceived lightnesses of targets presented with white and black contextual stimuli. Target size had no effect on perceived lightness. These data imply that the Todorovic-White effect can be characterized as lightness assimilation rather than as lightness contrast. By accounting for compression as well as the Todorovic-White effect, assimilation is the more general explanation.